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ABSTRACT
In mobile sensor networks, the power consumed by every node of the network affects the lifetime of the networks,
greater than the consumption of electricity increases extra than the life of the networks decreases, this is why the
.
boom of the life of the networks requires a strategy (protocol)
which reduces the energy consumption of the
transmission or reception of records by way of the sensor nodes. In recent years lots studies has been
accomplished to maximize an existence time of network sensor. To deal with this, the hierarchical protocols
(Cluster primarily based-technique, chain primarily based-approach) had been evolved in order to reduce the
network traffic toward the sink and therefore prolong the community lifetime. In this paper, the focal point is
mainly pushed over the survey of the strength-efficient the use of hierarchical cluster-primarily based technique
namely LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy Protocol), so one can suggest a brand new method to
maximize extra the lifestyles time of community sensor. Our approach is to conserve electricity intake whilst
transmitting information to the Base Station (BS). We evaluated the performance of the LEACH protocol with our
proposed method simulated, the results of our approach are established by way of the simulation outcomes the
usage of Matlab Simulink.
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INTRODUCTION
A mobile sensor community consists of a big wide
variety of small-sensor nodes used to display
regions, gather and document facts to the base
station (BS)1 inside the other, each node serves as
transmitter and router, these sensors (node) are used
to manipulate an surroundings and transmit the
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captured statistics to the bottom stations2. In trendy
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a set of
communicating sensors the usage of mobile
hyperlinks1,2. The nodes are usually powered with
the aid of batteries with finite ability and it's far
usually not possible to top off the power3,24, for that
the failure of the strength sensor can significantly
alter the topology of the community and impose an
high-priced reorganization of the network4. In order
to increase the lifetime of the community, numerous
routing tactics had been proposed. Among these
protocols, the hierarchical routing in which the
community is partitioned into small companies and
every organization is monitored and controlled by
way of a node called (Cluster Head: CH). A CH is
responsible for transmitting the statistics accrued by
using the nodes of its cluster and it may compress
the records before sending it to the BS6. In WSN
energy saving techniques can generally be classified
in two categories3:
a) Scheduling the sensor nodes to exchange
among energetic and sleep mode.
b) Adjusting the transmission or sensing radius
of the wireless nodes.
In this paper we take a look at the performances of
the LEACH protocol and the prevailing development
has been carried out and our technique to lengthen
the lifetime of the sensors.
In Section II we gift the software and traits of mobile
sensor community. Section III affords the cluster
based totally approach protocols and the operation of
LEACH protocol. Section IV unique the existing
approach algorithm based on LEACH protocol,
Section V and VI unique our proposed method
technique, the consequences acquired and discuss
result, Finally Section VII concludes a comparative
between our technique and technique current and our
angle for future works.
MOBILE
SENSOR
NETWORK:
PRESENTATION AND CHARACTERISTICS
Wireless Sensor community is maximum adaptive
communication network that is used in lots of
programs and corporations: army, scientific, and
environmental, for the tracking of essential
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infrastructure in the affected regions and adversarial
WSN has numerous Characteristics are as below9,23:
a) Power consumation constrains for nodes the
use of batteries or strength harvesting.
b) Ability to cope with node disasters.
c) Mobility of nodes.
d) Dynamic community topology.
e) Communication screw ups.
f) Heterogeneity of nodes.
g) Scalability to large scale of deployment.
h) Ability to resist harsh environmental
conditions.
i) Ease of use.
CLUSTER RELATED METHOD IN MWSN
AND LEACH PROCEDURE OPERATION
Clustering Based Approach in WSN
The structuring of a network is one of the principal
tools to keep strength in each network node11. In
sensor networks there are styles of architecture for
networks, flat architecture that constitutes a
homogeneous network in which all nodes have the
same in terms power assets, calculation and
reminiscence8,10,18
and
another
hierarchical
architecture in which all nodes do no longer have the
same roles and consequently the identical assets.
Being given that the principle cause of a routing
protocol for WSN is the proper and green
development of routes among a pair of nodes in
order that messages can be routed, why multiple
routing protocols (Hierarchical Protocols, Flat
protocols) were developed these last year’s. The
contrast studied between the flat and hierarchical
shape on the electricity consumption degree
indicates that the hierarchical architecture has more
advantage than the flat architecture, namely: wellstructured community, easy network management,
less energy intake, high lifetime, unless the message
circulating on networks and the flood trouble is
averted. In the other hierarchical shape there are
fundamental tactics are derived from those protocols:
cluster-based approach and chain–primarily based
technique12,13,21.
A. Cluster-based totally approach: The node is
prepared in cluster, each cluster have his
chief to transmit a records to the base station.
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B. Chain-primarily based technique: The node is
prepared in a series to send the information to
the base station.
Many studies sports have been executed at the region
of energy-efficient records accumulating in WSN,
because the simple assignment of the WSN is to
correctly gather the statistics with lesser useful
resource intake. Most of the records collecting
algorithms are aimed to reduce the power intake
trouble like this LEACH Protocols14,15,20. LEACH is
one of the protocols primarily based at the concept of
classification (clustering) shown in Figure No.1,
which consists of to partition the network into
clusters. The nodes ship their statistics to the CHs
who ship those Data to the SB. CHs make simple
treatments (Aggregation for example) on the data
before to transmit14,15,20.
In this section, we gift a quick evaluation of some
related research paintings evolved like this LEACH
protocols.
Leach Protocol Operation
Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy
(LEACH), that's a popular cluster based totally
routing approach, is an energy-green conversation
protocol16,25. In LEACH, the sensor nodes are
divided periodically into several clusters. For every
cluster, a sensor node is selected as a CH. Thus,
LEACH plays a periodic randomized rotation of the
CH nodes. The operations of LEACH are commonly
separated into two phases: the setup section and the
consistent-nation section. In the setup segment, CHs
are selected and clusters are prepared. In the regularkingdom segment, the statistics transmissions to the
BS take place. The function of the CH is assigned
through the node getting a random number between
0 and 1. If the wide variety is less than the threshold
values T(n), the node will become a CH for the
modern-day round17, the following equation (1)
bellow indicates how to compute T(n):
T(n) = p/(1-p*(r*mod(1/p)) if n εG
(1)
Zero in any other case
Where n is the given node, P is the predetermined
percent of CHs (P = five%), r is the current round,
and G is the set of nodes that have no longer been
selected as CHs within the remaining 1/P rounds.
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Using this threshold, each node may be a CH at
some round with in 1/p. After the election of CH
nodes, every ordinary node will decide the surest CH
to sign up for in phrases of minimum power required
for transmission. After the election of CH nodes,
every regular node will decide the most reliable CH
to enroll in in terms of minimal electricity required
for transmission. In the other, after the formation of
the clusters, the CHs construct Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) tables primarily based at
the range of nodes in their clusters. In these tables
every node is associated with a time slot which it can
transmit these messages (the transmission is over the
entire bandwidth allotted for the transmission of
Data), this is to say that each node that attempts to
make a Transmission throughout its time-slot it's far
positive that the channel is clean. Finally to prevent
interference among cluster messages which might be
close, every CH randomly selects a code in a list of
CDMA codes (Code Division Multiple Access) and
transmits it to the nodes belonging to its group to
apply it during transmission, so all nodes use the
identical bandwidth but with Frequency modulations
which can be targeted within the code Sent by using
the CH26.
PROPOSED METHOD
Energy conservation is a key issue in the design of
structures primarily based on wireless sensor
networks. Clustering routing protocols have been
developed on the way to lessen the community
visitors closer to the sink and therefore lengthen the
network lifetime21,24,27. So several researches treats
the problem of electricity consumption through the
nodes of the networks, additionally numerous studies
deals with the problem of the distance between the
nodes that is why the researcher proposes the
hierarchical architecture to clear up the problem
existing in the flat architecture together with the life
of the networks. There are already several techniques
that address the trouble of distance, but the existing
method serves to decrease the distance with a variety
of the cluster head next to base station, this brings
returned the death of the node which is far from CH,
which we note inside the simulation achieved in the
previous part. In system (1), it's been visible that the
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nodes self-select and randomly pick a variety of
among zero and 1 and that this fee ought to be less
than a threshold for the nodes to be CHs, then, it's far
important to boom the threshold cost to growth the
probability of getting nodes CHs. The Figure No.2
Bellow show one a part of existing approach to pick
CHs.
In this context, we suggest our improvement routing
protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) based
on LEACH existing technique. Our technique it
primarily based to improvement the set of rules
LEACH protocol, precisely to limit a distance
between BS and cluster head and minimized range of
dead nods far than BS. Our method consists to
locating the select cluster heads of the nodes which
are some distance from BS at 1/2 the topology of the
community. Our Objectives is to avoid the death of
the nodes which might be very some distance from
the base station and deliver good fortune to the node
located on the half of of the topology and base
station in order that they emerge as CHs. The
threshold equation becomes
T3(n) =T(n)*dmoy/d
(2)
Where dmoy= (dmax + dmin)/2, d is the gap
between the node and the base station, dmax is the
most distance between the base station and a node,
and dmin is the minimum distance among the bottom
station and a node. The Figure No.3 bellow indicates
one a part of our approach to select CHs in LEACH
Protocol.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To make the contrast among our advanced approach
and the effects current method how we simulated in
section IV, we select the equal parameters provided
in desk Table No.2 to simulate our method
development.
Results Simulation Proposed Approach with BS
in L1 (150m, 50m)
The both Figure bellow (Figure No.4 and Figure
No.5) shows the simulation outcomes of our
approach method representing respectively the
nation of the nodes after simulation and the number
of node lifeless after number of rounds with BS in
region (150m, 50m). The yellow triangle in Figure
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No.4 represents the useless node after subsequently
simulation with BS in location (150m, 50m).
Results Simulation Proposed Method with BS in
L2 (175m, 50m)
The both discern bellow (Figure No.6 and Figure
No.7) shows the simulation effects of our method
approach representing the state of the nodes after
simulation and the range of node useless after
number of rounds with BS in area (175m, 50m). The
yellow triangle in Figure No.11 represents the dead
node after finally simulation with BS in location
(175m, 50m).
Discuss Results Method Approach of LEACH
Protocols
Simulation Result Proposed Method
The Table No.1 and Figure No.8 bellow gives a
contrast among the simulation results between the
prevailing approach and our proposed approach for
every base station role L1 and L2.
Discussion Results
The results of the simulation shown inside the Table
No.1 and Figure No.8 virtually show that there's an
extension of the community lifetime, via making use
of our approach:
A. We decrease the number of lifeless nodes
from forty to 18 in the case wherein the
bottom station is placed at a distance of
(150m, 50m).
B. We decrease the quantity of useless nodes
from fifty eight to twenty-eight in the case
where the bottom station is located at a
distance of (175m, 50m).
Finally in our approach we've succeeded in
extending the network lifetime by using 45% for Bs
in (150m, 50m) and forty eight % for BS in (175m,
50m).
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Table No.1: Number useless node in current approach and our method for leach protocol
Number of Dead
Number of Dead node Percentage
Position of Base
node in existing
in Our method for
increase
S.No
Station
Method for LEACH
LEACH
live node
1
BS in (150m, 50m)
40
18
45%
2
BS in (175m, 50m)
58
28
48%

Figure No.1: Clustering primarily based approach Protocol

Figure No.2: Methods Select CHs in LEACH Protocols

Figure No.3: Our Methods Select CHs in LEACH Protocols

Figure No.4: State of the nodes after 100 rounds with BS in location (150m, 50m) Using Proposed
Approach LEACH
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Figure No.5: Using Proposed Approach LEACH

Figure No.6: State of the nodes after 100 rounds with BS in location (175m, 50m) Using Proposed
Approach LEACH

Figure No.7: Number of node dead after 100 rounds with BS in location (175m,50m) Using Proposed
Approach LEACH

Figure No.8: Number node dead in every technique for each position BS
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CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
In this paper we introduce mobile sensor networks
routing algorithms the use of cluster based approach
and we've proposed and certain our new
development method of clustering primarily based
on current method LEACH protocols to minimize
electricity intake in mobile sensor network, the
simulation outcomes display that our technique
ensures the low power intake and improves the
community lifetime, so we've succeeded to
maximizing the life of networks up to forty five% in
comparison to present technique studied on this
paper. As angle this paintings may be used in
exceptional guidelines in our future works to suggest
a protocol with higher consumption of strength and
increase extra the lifetime of Mobile Wireless Sensor
Network.
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